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Abstract. This paper describes an experimental wiki database containing records about aeronautics and aviation globally up to 1916, during the period when the idea of flying machines transitioned from a dream and a hobby into a new science and a startup industry. Some data series extend over this 1800-1916 period.

Over 14,000 patent records have information about the applicant, and over 30,000 bibliographic records of publications have some identification of the author. Smaller datasets cover early aeronautical clubs, aviation firms, exhibitions and conferences, and letters between aeronautical enthusiasts during this time period. At least 1000 individuals appear in these data sets or are otherwise thought to be significant to the invention and early development of airplanes. Our research links these records from multiple sources to construct individual and organizational histories and will eventually yield networks of co-authorships and partnerships. One challenge is that we do not have a unified definitive source of purely biographical information, such as birth date or full name. We put these diverse kinds of records on a public wiki so that specialists who are not part of the initial project can improve the underlying data and the matching.

This paper describes an experimental database system which maintains links between data records that cover an extended historical period. In the period, category systems are changing and the source records have problems of ambiguity and uncertainty – that is, the historian cannot always ascertain whether two persons or documents are the same, or which one is referred to in a particular primary source or secondary historical work. The design of the database and its interface is intended to enable careful memory of historical facts and conclusions, and to support the use of human decisions about each record or document, while enabling the creation of statistical measures from the data as it evolves and grows.

The database is available as a wiki at http://aero.referata.com. A wiki is a web site that shows data records and allows users to edit the records directly from their web browser. Such systems are auditable in the sense that each past edit to a record is remembered, and it is straightforward to check who made an edit and when, and to compare the versions before and after the change. In a wiki, the records are easily hyperlinked to one another, and properties of these links are also usable data, for example, a link might be from a record about a patent to one of several category systems to classify what the patent is about.

¹ Views and findings in this work do not represent the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Many persons and institutions have contributed to the data shown here, including Intan Hamdan-Livramento and Julio Raffo of WIPO.
The subject matter of this database is the long period of development of aeronautics into aviation from the early 19th century to 1916. Ballooning was widely recognized by 1800, but balloons could not be piloted well. In 1809 a journal article included the first known published design for a fixed-wing aircraft. The idea developed adherents, and by 1870 ballooning clubs included members attentive to this “aerial navigation” idea – *aeronautics*. A variety of designs were modeled and explored. It wasn’t until 1903 that a fixed-wing aircraft could demonstrably carry a person and be controlled in flight. An industry of airplane-makers developed starting in 1908 across the industrial countries. Throughout this long period and up to 1916, the database has tables of data on patents, on ballooning and aeronautical clubs, on the new startup firms, and on exhibitions of aeronautical models. It will also have data on publications about aeronautics, ballooning, and aviation. Each item can be classified in a number of ways, and its network relations to other items recorded and developed with hyperlinks. This helps historical conclusions be grounded straightforwardly to evidence.

**Patents and patent categories**

I have collected data on patents related to early aeronautics and aviation (Meyer 2013, 2015; Meyer *et al.* 2016). The sources have been the sites of the US Patent and Trademark Office, the European Patent Office, Google patents, and dozens of historical sources which identify a patent as relevant to flight. Now these are combined with several thousand records from the World Intellectual Property Organization, the UN agency that manages patent rights and treaties. Most patents were filed in France, Britain, Germany, or the U.S.

An example patent document is shown in Figure 1. The invention shown is an important glider designed by Otto Lilienthal of Berlin, with wings roughly in the shape of those of a soaring bird. The patent filing illustrates certain elements of most 19th century patents: a number in the national government’s ordering scheme, a title, the patentee’s name and location or citizenship, the dates it was applied for (“filed”) and granted, and a diagram. It is only two pages long, shorter than most patents of the time and much shorter than patent filings now. Its title is “Flugapparat,” meaning “flight apparatus.” Patent officials classified it by its technology, but the classification in this case is “Sport” -- no aeronautics category existed.
Identifying which patents are relevant to early aeronautics is a general problem in this research, for several reasons. First, it is not easy to get general lists of all patents of the time; the U.S. is the easiest country for this as it has all patents back to 1837 online. Second, the technological classifications of the time do not clearly identify aeronautics, and the classifications differ by country. (In the case of Lilienthal’s patent, the title includes the term for flight, which is a good clue, and the patentee was famous for his accomplishments in this area so a museum and several books have listed this patent.)

Third, there is the underlying uncertainty about which patents had implications for aeronautics at a time when it was not known that the soaring-bird model of an aircraft would be more successful than balloons, rockets, helicopters, or flapping-wing (ornithopter) designs. Specific historical research can evaluate this but a simple search or download cannot. There is deep uncertainty associated with potential new technologies.

Patents after about 1910 appear in the EPO (European Patent Office) database called PATSTAT and can be searched through their web site Espacenet.com. Almost all of these patents have been classified by technology. For identifying earlier patents, contemporaneous evidence is available (e.g., Brewer and Alexander, 1893). Figure 2 shows a list of patents published in a journal which were identified by contemporaries as relevant to aeronautics.
Another set of ambiguities is that some patents report single original inventions, but these cannot always be readily distinguished in the sources from two secondary kinds of patent: (a) an “addition” to an earlier patent, that is, a clarification or new claim, which itself is usually called a patent, and (b) the foreign filing of a patent already granted in a first country. These latter patents may look like new patents in the data but generally do not represent the same inventive significance. Nowadays a set of such closely related patents is called a patent family. A record linkage goal for this wiki system is to enable visibility and discovery and easy linking of these secondary kinds of patents back to the first one and vice versa.

Until 1907 patent counts overall and in aeronautics in particular grew exponentially by 5% a year or more in these countries as shown in Figure 3. Then there was a spike, with the appearance of the new industry, followed by a decline from about 1913 into World War I, as the startup wave ended and secrecy became more important. A fuller analysis calls for classifying these into a common technology category system, distinguishing at least basic categories of balloons, helicopters, flapping-wing ornithopters, fixed-wing airplanes, and cross-cutting categories.

![Figure 3. Patents per year related to aeronautics and aviation before the airplane industry began, using the relevance criteria in the text.](image)
Personal names are often incomplete in old patent records. One might see just the surname, as in Figure 2. Sometimes this too is ambiguous as in the case of an inventor listed in PATSTAT as “DON SIMONI.” It turned out that was entirely a surname; his full name was François André don Simoni. Worse, sometimes only one inventor is listed in patent data when there were three or four inventors. Furthermore there is routinely ambiguity in data sources between the inventors and the applicant, or the assignee, who might be someone else or a company with some ownership interest. For a technological history, one wants to distinguish these, as the original records usually do. Google patent has clear PDFs of all the relevant U.S. patents but their character-recognition scan of the patent docs is imperfect. Record systems of early patents also tend to have misspellings. For all these reasons the researcher may have to clean the data, not only download it and use it. Even in modern U.S. patent data, there is not always certainty about whether one patentee is the same as another, because the patentee is required to give a name but no further identification, and, as I understand it from US PTO chief economist Alan Marco, this problem is worse in data before 1975. New algorithms are being put into place to probabilistically identify inventors across patents (Monath, McCallum, et al. 2015). A parallel effort imputed location data of U.S. patentees probabilistically (Petralia, Balland, and Rigby, 2016). That data, called HistPat, is incorporated into the data on the wiki.

Thus data on patents which should in principle be clearly countable is in fact fraught with uncertainty, ambiguity, and is not always available. This project confronts those issues of clarity directly and naively. Such records as we can obtain are downloaded or transcribed and typed into a system which never loses track. When we resolve a name, such as don Simoni’s, it stays resolved in the system along with whatever evidence was used to resolve it. If information is probabilistic, such as the information in HistPat which classifies the locations of U.S. inventors, we can include it and resolve it by hand over time.

An example patent record on the wiki is in Figure 4. It includes a structured list of fields, followed by “wikitext” which can describe the patent less formally and link to outside sources including, when available, the patent documents themselves at Espacenet, Google patents, or the national patent offices. The structured table can include links to inventors by name, and to technological categories. These links have the “semantic” property that they can be used by other pages; notably, this one which refers to inventor Octave Chanute can be listed on the page about Chanute. The link to Augustus Herring is red because a page for him does not yet exist.
Organizations – clubs and firms

Balloon clubs existed by 1800, and over the course of the next century more appeared and a growing number of their members were interested in “aerial navigation” – that is, aeronautics. By 1870 some distinctive organizations focused not on ballooning but on aeronautics and aviation. There does not seem to be a single encompassing global database or history of these organizations. Historical narratives sometimes refer to a member organization but not clearly, or use a translated name so it is ambiguous which original organization was referred to. Their dates of starting, ending, reincorporation, and reorganization are not central to the usual narratives, which means basic information on these organizations is not clear. Often an organization had multiple branches or chapters, or a cluster of distinct organizations had a common federation. So far we have records of several hundreds of these, most of which were founded as local chapters in the later years of the sample period.

Starting in 1908 a wave of new companies manufactured airplanes. For many of these startups we can identify the founders and a rough starting date but the details of incorporation are not clear yet. We have names or other information on over 500 such companies around the world, including some duplication still. A shakeout probably took place starting around 1911, but the evidence is not clear. It is often unclear when new companies disappeared or merged so it is difficult to construct a population history of the new industry. A key designer may be reported as being at one firm, then at another, with no clear statement of whether the first one still exists. This requires historical investigation, linkage of different sources, and disambiguation. Records of the best-known information can be kept on the wiki. I have chosen to use English translations of organization names in the wiki page titles, and to list the names under which the organization was known on that page.

Exhibitions

Balloon exhibitions started before 1800, and there were related aeronautics sections and model demonstrations. These were important institutions in that they encouraged people who went on to make valuable contributions to aeronautical engineering. Some exhibitions were famous, such as the World Fairs which had aeronautical demonstrations. Yet there does not seem to be a global database of them, and their details are frequently unclear and ambiguous. We have information – at least an event year and name – on 70 of them.

Publications

Bibliographies of publications about aeronautics are available (Brockett, 1910, 1921). These have been partly digitized and when converted to databases will be uploaded. Then notes on each historic article can be kept, and links to the authors can be set up. Often the bibliography entry does not list the author’s full name so there will be a lot of reconciliation to do, and some residual uncertainty will remain, but the publication can be remembered online in any case. The bibliographies have about 13,000 entries up through mid-1909, and an estimated 25,000 more through 1916.
Inventors, authors, and letters between them

With combined information on publications, patents, and the other materials mentioned it will be possible to construct better systematic records on those individuals who did not become famous but did participate in the long slow development of the airplane. We can show better and clearer records of patent counts, publication counts, membership in clubs, attendance at exhibitions, and references in historical works. Such statistics give ways to summarize the efforts or contribution of some of these experimenters and scientists, and the numbers can be expanded, improved, and sharpened with information from the wiki. It is of general interest how often these individuals participated in group activities, and how often they published outside their country borders. It seems so far to have been a lot, meaning the technology advanced internationally, not separately across languages and borders.

This approach usually does not lead to specific rules or probabilistic decisions, but rather to disambiguation by human investigation, case by case. Presumably related patents and publications around the same year with similar but ambiguously-named authors are by the same person and a deeper investigation is conducted. Outside sources are welcome in the search and can be cited on the wiki pages. When there is uncertainty about the decision, it stays in the records and can be reevaluated later. The service of computer scientists here is not data science, but to give us careful record-keeping and a usable interface in which no one is a bottleneck holding the one master copy of the data. In the future the data can give us network measures of distance based on coauthorships or partnerships, but first the basic historical matching of individuals and organizations is needed.

Many letters and telegrams between early aeronautical experimenters are available because the experimenters were literate, separated geographically, and the search for a functional flying machine took decades. Substantial published volumes have the correspondence of the most important inventors – the Wright brothers, of Octave Chanute, and of Otto Lilienthal (McFarland, 1953; Schwipps, 1985). Much more is in archives. Such correspondence identifies and clarifies many other people who made some contribution. The wiki has data on 600 letters so far, generally including a sender, recipient, and date. Often the text is available online.

It appears that at least 1000 individuals who appear in the wiki attempted to make some contribution in written form to early aeronautics and aviation. Until further record linkage and disambiguation is done the true numbers are not clear. The industry employed thousands of people during World War I.

Wiki systems for historical research

Historians wish to identify, disambiguate, and clarify inventors, authors, firms, patents, clubs, and so forth. An existing historical narrative may be entirely persuasive, but if the source evidence is transparent, findings and claims are more reproducible and alternative lines of thought can be evaluated more directly.
One thing the wiki can do is to combine information on individuals into a common database. This aero wiki has a special software extension called Cargo which enables wiki pages to conduct queries and get reports on the other wiki pages if they have certain structured information in them (Koren, 2016). Since the pages on patents, or on letters, are clearly marked, this means the page about an individual can have an automatically updated report from the patents or letters. Figure 5 shows part of the page on the most prolific early aeronautics writer, Octave Chanute.

**Figure 5. Automatically generated reports listing wiki pages that make certain semantically distinct references to the author and inventor Octave Chanute: patents, publications, and letters he wrote**

Reports on patents and letters are generated automatically by a one-line query statement in the underlying wikitext that will be translated into an SQL query for the database underlying the wiki and the result then shown in the browser when the user loads the page.

```
{{#cargo_query:table=Patents|fields=_pageName|where=Inventors HOLDS 'Octave Chanute'|format=ul}}
```

Thus the wiki enables systematic, detailed information on the individuals, and invites the reader to drill down into detail and identify network relationships. A historian might show a letter and say Chanute imitated, or followed the pattern of, an earlier aircraft design. This wiki can enable a more complete understanding. Evidence on the existing networks helps address network questions and what-if question such as: what if there were no Wright brothers? When would there have been an airplane?

Similarly the wiki can keep detailed information on patent technology categories. Figure 6 shows a sample page. The international classification system called CPC (Cooperative Patent Classification) categorizes aeronautical patents in detail but was invented long after the period under investigation. However a page about each patent category can identify its subcategories and supercategories and similar categories in other patent systems. These pages like other wiki pages can have footnotes and link to other pages and include pictures.
To edit this wiki is a bit tricky still and there are many details to correct. It is slower to edit than a spreadsheet. It has the huge advantage that the work can be decentralized and volunteer efforts can simply be accepted without careful management until a problem is observed. It will also offer downloads of the full data to any user, at some point, and hopefully volunteer specialists will wish to contribute information.

The wiki tracks all its edits which means that if an editor is making edits that are not valuable, this can be quickly discovered by looking at the history of the page itself, or the history of a user who made an edit. These are both easy to see and visible to anyone. Looking at the edits of others is a straightforward way to learn to use the system and make edits oneself.

A wiki system has the useful feature that an arbitrary number of “redirect” and “disambiguation” pages can be created. So if a user creates a wikilink to USPC or CPC, users clicking on these links will be directed automatically to those pages. If a user searches for “Paris exhibition” – an ambiguous term -- the system can offer a list of several exhibitions held in Paris in the relevant time period.

Conclusion

This paper characterizes a number of uncertainties, ambiguities, and unknowns in the data on early aeronautics and aviation of the period 1800-1916. The wiki system addresses these by maintaining links between records of different kinds, and with some semantic elements so that the links are not all of the same kind – they have predefined meanings. The wiki can straightforwardly link back to sources, either online or by bibliographic reference, and thus it supports specific historical research which can improve aggregate data sets. Each observation can be tracked in multiple category systems, e.g., the multiple patent technology classification systems, which have to be harmonized to draw conclusions about the frequency of balloon-related patents relative to fixed-wing ones over time.

In the wiki system, the data are open and available to query and download. Edits to the system are tracked which provides some provenance information on changes and helps ensure reliability. It also means that the system does not completely forget information it once had; past information is in the page’s history. Misspellings or duplicates can be discovered and corrected by simple searches. If a misspelling is corrected, the existence of the earlier misspelling can be noted in the wiki text. Duplicate records in the system are common but can be combined by hand.

Other historical researchers can benefit from this kind of platform. In research on classes of individuals with many qualitative differences between them, such as early women investors as a class, or inventors in the Industrial Revolution, has this character. A narrative of each person and links to related structured data can be kept together, and statistics drawn from recent historical discovery.
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